Hi, ADEQ,

You already know public opinion on CAFOs in general, horrible. Cargill should not have been allowed to build so near the Buffalo, it's not a traditional hog farm but a CAFO where animals are stuffed in and pretended not to be sentient creatures. But you also know that nitrates have been found downstream, there is E Coli in C&H's well, the future waste pond liner has its own problems as well as stirring up the muck if placed in the old pond---why not build a new waste pond at least?--- putting poop on fields adjacent to Big Creek that is a tributary to the Buffalo in porous limestone, air quality threatened if you allow the new Cargill process of pyrolysis. What were you thinking? We wouldn't notice?

Just think water/air quality and Arkansas tourism.

Thanks for listening,
Lolly Tindol
HC 33 Box 53
Pettigrew, AR 72752